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Synhronized Tree Languages Revisitedand New AppliationsVal�erie Gouranton�, Pierre R�ety�, Helmut Seidl+� LIFO - Universit�e d'Orl�eans, Frane. fgouranto,retyg�lifo.univ-orleans.fr+ Dept. of Computer Siene - University of Trier, Germany. seidl�psi.uni-trier.deKeywords : tree-tuple language, rewriting, onurreny.AbstratWe present a new formulation for tree-tuple synhronized languages, muh simplerthan the existing one. This new formulation allows us to prove stronger struturalresults. As a onsequene, synhronized languages give rise to new appliations :� to rewriting : given tree languages L1 (synhronized), L2 (regular), Rel(L1) � L2is deidable for several rewrite-like relations Rel.� to onurreny : we prove deidability of the logi EF for a proess alulusallowing some bounded form of ommuniation. Consequently, the absene ofdeadloks is deidable.1 IntrodutionIn the �eld of tree1 languages, let us onsider the so-alled tree-tuple synhronized lan-guages, i.e. the languages generated by Tree-Tuple Synhronized Grammars (TTSG forshort). TTSG's have been introdued to solve some equational uni�ation [3, 4℄ and dis-uni�ation [5℄ problems. They have next been applied to logi program validation [7℄, andone-step rewriting theory [6℄.Before going on, it is neessary to reall what a TTSG is, using an example. Thefollowing TTSG ontains four paks of synhronized produtions :� X ) f(X;X 0)Y ) f(Y; Y 0) � X ) bY ) b � X 0 ) f(X;X 0)Y 0 ) f(Y; Y 0) � X 0 ) bY 0 ) bThe �rst pak means that if X is derived into f(X;X 0), then Y must be derived intof(Y; Y 0) at the same time. Therefore if X appears in a given tree and Y does not, thetree annot be derived by the �rst pak. If the axiom is the pair of non-terminals (X;Y ),a possible derivation is :(X;Y )) (f(X;X 0); f(Y; Y 0))) (f(X; f(X;X 0)); f(Y; f(Y; Y 0)))Now there is an ambiguity : whih X should be synhronized (derived at the same time)with whih Y ? To remove this ambiguity, a ontrol (an integer) is attahed to eahnon-terminal, along the derivation, and is inreased to a new value whenever a pak ofprodutions is applied. And the rule is : only non-terminals having the same ontrol an1Trees are �rst-order terms. 2



be derived at the same time. Thus the above derivation is atually (For readability, ontrolis written as non-terminal index) :(X0; Y0)) (f(X1;X 01); f(Y1; Y 01))) (f(X1; f(X2;X 02)); f(Y1; f(Y2; Y 02)))Now, an X and a Y an be derived at the same time only if they appear at identialpositions in the two trees. Thus, this grammar generates the pairs of idential terms.To get something interesting and more general for appliations, ontrol is indispensable.Unfortunately, this simple ontrol is not enough when omputing the natural join of twotree-tuple synhronized languages : we get a TTSG that needs a more ompliated ontrol(pairs of integers). Worse, when omputing several joins inrementally, eah step needs aontrol more ompliated than the previous one (tuples of integers, see [4℄ for details). Inthis paper :� We present a simple formalism whih essentially is equivalent to TTSG's of level 1(i.e., those with an integer as ontrol) but elegantly irumvents the use of ontrols.The idea is that in the new formalism, a non-terminal will represent tuples of syn-hronizable2 trees (instead of single trees) from whih we will extrat omponents,as needed. This new grammar formalism is given in the form of onstraint systemsfor whih we onsider their least �x-point solutions. In other words, we adopt thebottom-up point of view instead of the top-down one3.� Instead of formally proving the equivalene of the two formalisms, we prefer topresent the vastly simpli�ed proofs of existing results using the new formalism, andalso take advantage of its simpliity by proving new results. In partiular, we showlosure by union and artesian produt (existing results), as well as losure by proje-tion (new) and, as our key tehnial result, also losure under join (new4). Moreover,we present a linear time emptiness for onstraints (an exponential-time pumpingtehnique, very ompliated beause of ontrol, was used for TTSG's), and a rathereÆient membership test (omparable to [11℄ but muh simpler).� Thanks to the new results, we get new appliations :{ to rewriting : given tree languages L1 (synhronized, then non-neessarily regu-lar), L2 (regular), we prove that Rel(L1) � L2 is deidable for one-step, parallel,one-pass, one-pass root-started rewritings.{ to onurreny : we extend the work of [9℄ on PA-proesses by introduingbounded ommuniations. We get a new onurreny formalism for whih weshow that the whole logi EF is deidable. In partiular, we are able to verifythat a given proess is deadlok free.2 Constraint Systems for Tuple Synhronized LanguagesExample 2.1 This is the example given in the introdution, but now expressed with aonstraint system. In the signature � = ffn2; bn0g let Lid = f(t; t) j t 2 T�g be the set of2I.e. that had idential ontrol values.3Due to the essential equivalene, the reader may still also interpret onstraint systems as grammars.4This amounts to show that TTSG's of level n > 1 are atually useless.3



pairs of idential terms. Lid an be de�ned by the following grammar, given in the formof a onstraint system : Xid � (b; b)Xid � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (Xid;Xid)where 11; 21; 12; 22 abbreviate pairs (for readability). For example 21 means (2; 1), whihdenotes the �rst omponent of the seond argument (the seond Xid). Note that sine 11and 12 ome from the same Xid, they represent two idential terms, in other words theyare linked (synhronized), whereas for example 11 and 21 are independent.Example 2.2 Now if we onsider the slightly di�erent onstraint system :Xsym � (b; b)Xsym � (f(11; 21); f(22; 12)) (Xsym;Xsym)we get the set Lsym = f(t; tsym) j tsym is the symmetri of tg.Example 2.3 In the signature � = fsn1; bn0g let Ldble = f(sn(b); s2n(b))g. It an bede�ned by the onstraint system :Xdble � (b; b)Xdble � (s(11); s(s(12))) XdbleGeneral formalizationAssume we are given a (universal) index set N for tuple omponents. For I � N and anyset M , the set of I-tuples a : I ! M is denoted by M I . Often, we also write a = (ai)i2Iprovided a(i) = ai whih for I = f1; : : : ; kg � N, is also written as a = (a1; : : : ; ak).Di�erent tree-tuple languages may refer to tuples of di�erent length, or, to di�erentindex sets. Our onstraint variables represent tree-tuple languages. Consequently, theyhave to be equipped with the intended index set. Suh an assignment is alled lassi-�ation. Aordingly, a lassi�ed set of tuple variables (over N) is a pair (X ; �) where� : X ! 2N assigns to eah variable X a subset of indies. This subset is alled the lassof X. For onveniene and whenever � is understood, we omit � and denote the lassi�edset (X ; �) by X . The maximal ardinality of the lasses in X is also alled the width ofX . In partiular, in example 2.1, N = f1; 2g, X = fXidg, and �(Xid) = f1; 2g. Thus, thewidth of X is 2.A onstraint system for tree-tuple languages onsists of a lassi�ed set (X ; �) of on-straint variables, together with a set E of inequations of the formX � �(X1; : : : ;Xk) (1)where X;X1; : : : ;Xk 2 X and � is an operator mapping the onatenation of tuples forthe variables Xi to tuples for X. More preisely, letJ = f(i; x) j 1 � i � k; x 2 �(Xi)g (2)denote the disjoint union of the index sets orresponding to the variables Xi (in ex-ample 2.1, J = f(1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 1); (2; 2)g abbreviated into f11; 12; 21; 22g). Then �4



denotes a mapping T J� ! T �(X)� . Eah omponent of this mapping is spei�ed througha tree expression t whih may aess the omponents of the argument tuple and applyonstrutors from signature �. Thus, t an be represented as an element of T�(J) whereT�(J) denotes all trees over � whih additionally may ontain nullary symbols from theindex set J .Consider, e.g., the seond onstraint in example 2.1. There, the �rst omponent of theoperator is given by t = f(11; 21).The mapping indued by suh a tree t then is de�ned byt(sj)j2J = tfj 7! sjgj2Jfor every (sj)j2J 2 T J� . Aordingly, � is given by a tuple� 2 T�(J)�(X)Let us ollet a set of useful speial forms of onstraint systems. The onstraint (1) isalled� non-opying i� no index j 2 J ours twie in �;� irredundant i� � refers to eah argument at least one, i.e., � ontains at least oneourrene of some (j; xj) for eah j;� empty i� � ontains no onstrutor appliation, i.e., �x 2 J for all x 2 �(X);� Greibah i� eah omponent �x either is ontained in J or is a single onstrutorappliation a(j1; : : : ; jn), a 2 �; j1; : : : ; jn 2 J ;� regular5 i� eah omponent of � is a single onstrutor appliation of the form�x = a((1; x); : : : ; (n; x)) for eah x 2 �(X).The whole onstraint system is alled non-opying, (irredundant, non-empty, Greibah,regular) i� eah onstraint in E is so.For example, the onstraint systems that de�ne Lid and Lsym are non-opying, irre-dundant, and Greibah. Moreover Lid is regular. On the other hand, Ldble is not Greibah.It is always possible to write any onstraint system in Greibah form. Thus the Greibahform of Ldble is :Xdble � (b; b)Xdble � (s(11); s(12)) Y Y � (11; s(12)) XdbleA variable assignment is a mapping � assigning to eah variable X 2 X a subset ofT �(X)� (i.e. a set of tuples of ground terms). Variable assignment � satis�es the onstraint(1) i� �(X) � f�(t1; : : : ; tk) j ti 2 �(Xi)g (3)Note here that the �-operator is applied, in fat, to the artesian produt of the argumentsets �(Xi). In partiular, the tuples inside the argument sets are kept \synhronized"while tuples from di�erent argument sets may be arbitrarily ombined.5This orresponds to the notion of regular relation, i.e. the tree language over the produt-alphabetobtained by overlapping the tuple omponents is regular.5



The variable assignment � is a solution of the onstraint system i� it satis�es allonstraints in the system. Sine, the operator appliation in (3) is monotoni, even on-tinuous (w.r.t. set inlusion of tuple languages) we onlude that eah onstraint systemhas a unique least solution.3 Properties3.1 Deiding EmptinessThe �x-point haraterization of languages de�ned by tuple language onstraint systems,allows us immediately to derive a polynomial emptiness test. In order to do that, we �rstobserve that we an always remove from a onstraint X � � (X1; : : : ;Xk) all argumentsXj whih do not ontribute to the omponents of X. Consequently, we have:Proposition 3.1 For every onstraint system C we an onstrut in linear time a irre-dundant onstraint system C0 suh that C and C0 have the same least solution.For irredundant systems, however, emptiness an be deided along the same lines asfor tree automata. For the onstraint system C = (X ; E) we (oneptually) introdue anew ranked alphabet � whih ontains a new letter ar for eah onstraint r in E wherear is of rank k provided the right-hand of r refers to k variables. Then the uninterpretedregular onstraint system C0 = (X0; E0) of C is obtained as follows:� X0 is obtained from X by forgetting the lassi�ation.� E0 is obtained from E by replaing eah onstraint r of the form X � � (X1; : : : ;Xk)with the onstraint X � ar (X1; : : : ;Xk).Theorem 3.2 Let C denote a onstraint system and C0 the uninterpreted regular on-straint system of C. Furthermore, let � and �0 denote the least solutions of C and C0,respetively. Then the following holds:1. If C is irredundant, then for every X 2 X , � X 6= ; i� �0 X 6= ;.2. The set fX 2 X j � X 6= ;g an be omputed in time linear in the size of C.Indeed, theorem 3.2 does not ome as a surprise. Taking a loser look at our de�nitionof tuple languages, reveals that these an be viewed as polynomial systems over a spei�algebra of graphs (f. [2℄).3.2 Basi Closure PropertiesWe are atually interested in non-opying onstraint systems, whih are enough to for-malize tree-tuple synhronized languages, beause there is no opying in TTSG's. Let Ldenote the lass of languages de�ned by non-opying onstraint systems. We now olletsome basi losure properties of languages in L. Obviously, L is losed under union andartesian produt. 6



Proposition 3.3 Assume that L1; L2 2 L are tree-tuple languages of ranks I1 and I2,respetively. Then we have:� If I1 = I2, then L1 [ L2 is in L, and� If I1 \ I2 = ;, then L1�L2 2 L where for I = I1 [ I2, the artesian produt L1�L2is de�ned as the set of all I-tuplesL1 � L2 = ft 2 T I� j tjIi 2 LigThe lass of tree-tuple languages de�ned through onstraint systems is not losedunder intersetion { even with a regular relation. The reason intuitively is that throughintersetion, we an onstrut the set of all omplete binary trees whih annot be de�nedby any onstraint system as onsidered here.Finally, let us remark that L is losed under projetions.Proposition 3.4 Assume that L � T I� and A � I. then also the projetion �A(L) of Lonto A is in L where the projetion �A(L) is de�ned by�A(L) = ftjA j t 2 LgAlthough not stated expliitly in the propositions 3.3 and 3.4, the onstrutions forunion and artesian produt an be implemented in linear lime. The same learly alsoholds for projetion.3.3 Join and MembershipAnother operation on languages of tree-tuples is the join operation. Assume that I1; I2are two index sets with I1 \ I2 = fxg. The join of two languages Li � T Ii� is de�ned byL1 on L2 = ft 2 T I� j tjIi 2 Ligwhere I = I1 [ I2. In ase that the index sets are disjoint, we may selet elements x1 2 I1and x2 2 I2 whih are to be identi�ed. In order to do so, we onstrut the artesianprodut of the two languages, selet all tuples t where tx1 = tx2 and then projet onto theset I = I1 [ I2nfx2g. This operation is denoted by L1 onx1;x2 L2. Note that this operationan also be implemented by renaming the omponent x2 of the language L2 to x1 andthen apply the ordinary join.In general, the family L will not be losed under joins. An exeption is the ase whereI1 = fxg and L1 is a regular set of trees. Then L1 on L2 = ft 2 L2 j tx 2 L1g, and we �nd:Proposition 3.5 If L1 � T fxg� is regular, and L � T I� is in L with x 2 I, then L0 =L1 on L is in L as well. Given a �nite tree automaton of size m for L1 and a onstraintsystem of size n for L using a lassi�ed set of variables of width r, the onstrution of aonstraint system for L0 an be performed in time O(n � (m+ 1)r).Prop. 3.5 an be used to ompute the intersetion of artesian produts of regular setswith languages from L. 7



Proposition 3.6 Assume I = fx1; : : : ; xkg for pairwise di�erent indies xi, Li � T fxig� ; i =1; : : : ; k, are regular sets, and L � T I� is in L. Then the intersetion L0 = (L1�: : :�Lk)\Lis in L as well. Given �nite tree automata of joint size m for the Li and a onstraint sys-tem of size n for L using a lassi�ed set of variables of width r, the onstrution of aonstraint system for L0 an be performed in time O(n � (m+ 1)r).Indeed, prop. 3.6 follows diretly from prop. 3.5, sineL0 = L1 on (L2 on : : : (Lk on L) : : :)In order to derive the given omplexity bound we have to reall that eah omponent of alass on the right-hand side an be used at most one on the left hand side { implying that,when keeping trak of the states of omponents, we only have to trak the state of oneof the r automata for eah omponent. Nonetheless, as the width of the set of variablesof the onstraint system for L ours in the exponent of the omplexity estimation, weonlude that the orresponding onstrution will only be feasible for \small" index setsI. Sadly enough, the omplexity estimation annot be easily improved. In order to seethis, reall that there is a simple onstraint system for the languageIdk = f(t; : : : ; t) j t 2 T�g � T k�The intersetion of Idk with the artesian produt L1�: : :�Lk of regular tree languages Liis nonempty i� L1 \ : : :\Lk 6= ;. Deiding the emptiness of the intersetion of a sequeneof regular tree languages, however, is well-known to be omplete for DEXPTIME [12℄.Now sine emptiness for our onstraint systems an be deided in linear time, we havesueeded in reduing a DEXPTIME omplete problem to our intersetion onstrution.Prop. 3.6, however, o�ers a oneptually simple method for solving the membershipproblem. Sine singleton sets of trees are trivially regular, we obtain:Theorem 3.7 Given a language L � T I� in L and a tree-tuple t 2 T I�, it an be deidedwhether or not t 2 L. Assuming that L is given through a onstraint system of size nusing a lassi�ed set of variables of width r, membership of t in L an be deided in timeO(n � (jtj+ 1)r).Let us now return to prop. 3.5. The basi idea of the onstrution used in the proofthere onsists in the observation that, while building up tuples aording to a onstraintsystem, we very well may keep trak of the states of a �nite tree automaton on all om-ponents of lasses that ontribute to a given omponent.Indeed, this idea an be generalized. A omponent x of a lass X will be onsideredas free if its values trees are generated by the onstraint system in a \regular way". Bythis we mean that no use is ever made of several omponents from the same variable, i.e.,\internal synhronization".Example 3.8 Consider the onstraint system :X � (a; f(11; 12)) Xid8



where Xid is de�ned as previously. In X, the seond omponent is not free, sine botharguments of f ome from the same variable implying that their values are potentiallyinter-related and indeed, the projetion of X onto its seond argument is not regular. Onthe other hand, the �rst omponent is trivially free. Now let us add the onstraint :Y � s(12) XThen the omponent of Y is not free either beause the seond omponent of X is used tode�ne Y whih is not free.In order to make this notion formal, assume that we are given a onstraint system(X ; E) whih is Greibah and non-opying. The relation free � N � X is given as themaximal relation F suh that for eah (x;X) 2 F , x 2 �(X) and for all onstraintsX � �(X1; : : : ;Xk) in E and t = �x the following holds:1. If (i; y) 2 I ours in t then (y;Xi) 2 F ;2. If (i1; y1) 6= (i2; y2) our in t then i1 6= i2.Sine properties (1) and (2) are preserved by unions, free is well-de�ned. If (x;X) 2 free,we also say that omponent x is free in X. The seond property above then essentiallyimplies that there are no \internal synhronizations" in free omponents.We all a omponent x free w.r.t. a language L (from L) if there is a onstraint system(X ; E) with least solution � suh that L = �X for some X 2 X where x is free in X.Proposition 3.9 If x is free in the language L (from L), then the projetion �fxg(L) ofL onto the omponent x is a regular tree language.Here is the main result of this setion.Theorem 3.10 Assume Li � T Ii� , i = 1; 2, are in L where I1 and I2 are disjoint. Thenthe join L1 onx1;x2 L2 is in L whenever x1 is free in L1. Moreover if x3 is free in L2, thenx3 is still free in L1 onx1;x2 L2.A proof of this theorem an be found in the appendix.4 Appliation to RewritingFor a binary relation on terms Rel and two regular tree languages L1, L2, the deidabilityquestion Rel(L1) � L2 has already been studied in [13℄ assuming Rel is a rewrite-likerelation. Now, if Rel 2 L (i.e. is de�ned by a non-opying onstraint system), we also geta deidability result (the proof is in the appendix).Proposition 4.1 If L1; Rel 2 L and L2 is regular, thenL1 is regularor the �rst omponent of Rel is free6 � =) Rel(L1) � L2 is deidable6I.e. the projetion of Rel on the �rst omponent is a regular language.9



Note that this result an be used inrementally to ompose relations. If the �rst om-ponent of eah relation Rel1; : : : ; Reln is free, then Rel1(: : : : : : (Reln(L1) : : :) � L2 is stilldeidable.Conerning rewrite-like relations, we an easily enode one-step rewriting, parallelrewriting by non-opying onstraint systems (see the appendix). If the rewrite system isentirely linear we an also enode one-pass rewriting and one-pass root-started rewriting.Thus, if L1 is regular, we get the same deidability results as in [13℄ (or weaker beauseof linearity). On the other hand, if L1 is not regular, for example if L1 is omposed ofthe instanes of a non-linear term, we get new results, assuming however left-linearity forone-step rewriting and parallel rewriting, to ensure the freeness of the �rst omponent ofRel.Moreover, assuming left-linearity, we an ompose n times the relation one-or-zero-step rewriting with itself, and we get the deidability of �n�! (L1) � L2, where �n�! is therewrite relation in no more than n steps.5 Appliation to ConurrenyWe introdue a new onurreny formalism, the Bounded-Communiation Proess Calulus(BCPC). The idea is : when running two proesses in parallel, they annot ommuniateto eah other if either (or both) has performed too many statements (ations), beauseit lasts too long. In other words, ommuniation hannels are not kept inde�nitely, andnothing new is tried after the time limit. We think that this formalism ould apply tohek some properties in ommuniation protools.Sine everything is assumed to be time-limited, and to simplify the formalization, weonsider that proess derivation rules are folded into bigger ones, that simulate the timelimit. For example, given the derivation rules fx a! ykz; y b! tg and onsidering thatommuniation is not allowed beyond two ations, the derivation rules are replaed byx ! tkz where  is a new ation representing the sequene a:b. Thus, the proess xkt0derives in one step, with ation , into (tkz)kt0, and tkz will not be allowed to ommuniatewith t0 beause we onsider that applying one rule means that the time limit is reahed,i.e. the new subterm reated by the rule annot ommuniate with the rest of the worldanymore. Obviously, the user may fold the rules as he likes, and may for instane onsiderthat all ations do not have the same durations.Starting from a proess name x, we are interested in testing properties on proessesderived from x. Properties are expressed by means of the temporal logi CTL on anin�nite struture7, restrited to operators EF and EX, and we show that the model-heking problem is deidable. As a onsequene, the absene of deadloks is deidable.To prove this, we express the transitive losure !� of the proess-derivation relationby a onstraint system8, and apply onstraint system properties. For readability, we �rstexpress !� for the PA formalism (i.e. without ommuniation), whih we then extend toBCPC by introduing ommuniation (also alled synhronization).7States are proess terms.8For onision, in this setion onstraint system stands for non-opying onstraint system.10



5.1 PAPA introdued in [1℄ is a proess algebra whih permits non-determinism, sequential andparallel ompositions, and reursion.5.1.1 Syntax and semantisAt is a set of ation names, At = fa; b; ; : : :g. Const is a �nite set of proess onstants(or proess names), Const = fx; y; z; : : :g. T is the set ft1; t2; : : :g of PA-terms de�ned bythe following equation : t1; t2 ::= 0 j x j t1 k t2 j t1 : t2where x 2 Const. The interpretation of the syntax expressions is the following : 0represents the proess whih performs no events, t1 k t2 the parallel omposition, andt1 : t2 represents the sequential omposition.A PA delaration is a �nite family of reursive proess rewrite rules :� = fxi aji! tji j xi 2 Const; tji 2 T; i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; kigWe de�ne �(x) = ft j (x a! t) 2 �g. �(x) = ; denotes that there is no rule (x a! t)belonging to �.A family � of proess rewrite rules determines a labeled transition relation !��T � At � T . We omit the � and we note t a! t0 for (t; a; t0) 2! with t; t0 2 T anda 2 At. The semantis is de�ned in Figure 1 by a Strutural Operational Semantis [10℄.In the parallel omposition k, the two proesses t1 and t2 are evaluated independently. Inthe sequential omposition t1 : t2, t1 is �rst omputed, and then t2 is evaluated when theproess t1 is terminated. Const(t) denotes the set of proess onstants ourring in termt. The prediate Finished represents the information of proess termination. A term t is�nished when it ontains no proess onstants : Finished(t) = (Const(t) = ;).x a! t if (x a! t) 2 �t1 a! t01t1 k t2 a! t01 k t2 t2 a! t02t1 k t2 a! t1 k t02t1 a! t01t1 : t2 a! t01 : t2 t2 a! t02t1 : t2 a! t1 : t02 if Finished(t1)Figure 1: The semantis5.1.2 Constraint systemWe use the standard notation !� for transitive losure of the rewrite relation (labels areomitted). The set Pre�(t) denotes the iterated predeessors of the term t : Pre�(t) =11



ft0 2 T j t0 �! tg and the set Post�(t) denotes the iterated suessors of the term t :Post�(t) = ft0 2 T j t �! t0g.The onstraint system G (axiom A) for !� is presented9 in Figure 2. We noteL(N) the language generated from the non-terminal N . L(A) represents the languageof pairs (t; t0) where t 2 T and t0 2 Post�(t). In this de�nition, we use Sub(�) =fs j s is a subterm of t; t 2 �(x); x 2 Constg. We use the non-terminal At to generatePost�(t). For eah x 2 Const, the non-terminal X is introdued to de�ne Post+(x). Thenon-terminals F , FX and Ft play the same part as A, X and At exept that they expressonly terminated proesses (without onstants).A � (0; 0)A � (x; x)A � (x;X) �8x 2 ConstA � (11 k 21; 12 k 22)(A;A)A � (11 : 21; 12 : 22)(A; Id)A � (11 : 21; 12 : 22)(F;A)
X � At 8t : (x a! t) 2 �A0 � 0Ax � xAx � X � 8x 2 ConstAt1kt2 � At1 k At2 8 t1 k t2 2 Sub(�)At1 : t2 � At1 : t2At1 : t2 � Ft1 : At2 �8 t1 : t2 2 Sub(�)F � (0; 0)F � (x; FX) 8x 2 ConstF � (11 k 21; 12 k 22)(F; F ) 8 t1 k t2 2 Sub(�)F � (11 : 21; 12 : 22)(F; F ) 8 t1 : t2 2 Sub(�)FX � Ft 8t : (x a! t) 2 �F0 � 0Fx � FXFt1kt2 � Ft1 k Ft2 8 t1 k t2 2 Sub(�)Ft1 : t2 � Ft1 : Ft2 8 t1 : t2 2 Sub(�)Figure 2: The onstraint system G for !�Theorem 5.1 G generates exatly !� (i.e. L(A) = f(t; t0) j t !� t0g). Moreover G isregular.As a onsequene, we get the regularity of !�, already proved in [8℄. The proof of thistheorem an be ahieved using the following lemma :Lemma 5.2 L(F ) = f(t; t0) j t!� t0 ^ Finished(t0)gL(X) = ft0 j x!+ t0g L(FX) = ft0 j x!� t0 ^ Finished(t0)gL(At) = ft0 j t!� t0g = Post�(t) L(Ft) = ft0 j t!� t0 ^ Finished(t0)gThe proof an be made by lassial indution or using the results of [9, 8℄. In [9℄, treeautomata tehniques are used to ompute Post�(t) and Pre�(t). Two families of tree9Shortened notations are used, like A � (x;X) whih means A � (x; 11)X.12



languages are de�ned, as the least solution of a reursive equation set. They de�ne L0t =Post�(t) and L00t is the restrition of L0t to terminated proesses. It is lear that we haveL(At) = L0t and L(Ft) = L00t . The non-terminal A is represented by [I;R℄ and F by[I 0; RT ℄. In [8℄, automata for tree languages are replaed by automata for tree relations.A notion of ost is introdued. A regular tree onstraint system for Post�(X) is de�ned.F is represented by I and A by F .5.2 BCPCNow At = fa; b; ; : : : ; a; b; ; : : :g, � = �1 [ �2 where �2 is a set of synhronized rules :�1 = fxi aji! tji j xi 2 Const; tji 2 T; i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; kig�2 = f8><>: yi aji! tji;1zi aji! tji;2 j yi; zi 2 Const; tji;1; tji;2 2 T;i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; pi gand �1(x) = ft j (x a! t) 2 �1g �2(y; z) = f(t1; t2) j ( y a! t1z a! t2 2 �2gA synhronization is only allowed within a rule right-hand-side. In this paper, to avoida onit with the semantis of sequential omposition, we assume that a synhronizationis only allowed within a right-hand-side subterm that ontains no sequential omposition.We hope that in further work, by re�ning the semantis of synhronized proess-derivationas well as the onstraint system for !�, we will manage to remove this restrition.Let Rhs be the set of the greatest10 subterms of right-hand-sides of rules in � thatontain no sequential omposition. The semantis of !� is de�ned by Figure 1 (where amay also be replaed by �) and :s �! s[y=t1; z=t2℄ if ( y a! t1z a! t2 2 �2 and s 2 Rhswhere s[y=t1; z=t2℄ is obtained by replaing y by t1 and z by t2 in s.5.2.1 ExampleFor readability we �rst present an example. Consider�1 = fx a! ykz; z a! y2; y1 a! 0g; �2 = ( y a! (0 : y1)z a! 0Then Rhs = fykzg. The onstraint system G0 for!� is presented in Figure 3. G0 alsoinludes the rules of Figure 2. The non-terminal Y Z permits a synhronization of y andz.Theorem 5.3 G0 generates exatly !�.10To avoid redundanies. 13



Note that G0 is not regular beause onstraints A � : : : and F � : : : introdue internalsynhronizations. The proof omes from Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4.Lemma 5.4L(Y Z) = f(t01; t02) j y k z !+ t01 k t02gL(Bt1t2)=f(t01; t02) j t1 !� t01 ^ t2 !� t02gL(HY Z) = f(t01; t02) j y k z !+ t01 k t02 ^ Finished(t01) ^ Finished(t02)gThe proof an be made by indution on the length of !�.A � (y k z; 11 k 12)Y ZY Z � Bt1t2 8t1; t2 : ( y a! t1z a! t2 2 �2Bt1t2 � (At1 ; At2)F � (y k z; 11 k 12)HY ZHY Z � Ht1t2 8t1; t2 : ( y a! t1z a! t2 2 �2Ht1t2 � (Ft1 ; Ft2)Aykz � (11 k 12)Y ZFykz � (11 k 12)HY ZFigure 3: The additional onstraints of G0 for !�The following proess derivations :x! y k z ! (0 : y1) k 0! (0 : 0) k 0 x! y k z ! y k y2are expressed by G0 in the following way :A � (x; x) A � (x;X) X � Aykz beause (x a! y k z) 2 �1Aykz � Ay k Az Ay � y Az � z Az � ZZ � Ay2 beause (z a! y2) 2 �1 Ay2 � y2So, we an prove : A � (x; x); (x; y k z); (x; y k y2)Aykz � (11 k 12)Y Z Y Z � B0:y1 0 beause ( y a! 0 : y1z a! 0 2 �2B0:y1 0 � (A0:y1 ; A0) A0:y1 � A0 : y1 A0:y1 � F0 : Ay1A0 � 0 F0 � 0 Ay1 � y1 Ay1 � Y1Y1 � 0 beause (y1 a! 0) 2 �1So, we an prove : A � (x; 0 : y1 k 0); (x; 0 : 0 k 0)14



5.2.2 General aseSee the appendix.5.2.3 Model-hekingThe model-heking problem solved in [9℄ for PA is still deidable for BCPC.We onsider a set Prop = fP1; P2; : : :g of atomi propositions. For P 2 Prop, letMod(P ) denote the set of PA-proesses for whih P holds. Mod(P ) is always supposedto be a regular tree-language.The EF-logi has the following syntax :' ::= P j :' j ' ^ '0 j EX' j EF'and semantis :t j= P , t 2Mod(P )t j= :' , t 6j= 't j= ' ^ '0 , t j= ' and t j= '0 t j= EX' , t0 j= ' for some t! t0t j= EF' , t0 j= ' for some t!� t0De�nition 5.5 The model-heking problem onsists in testing whether t j= ' for givent and '.If we de�ne Mod(') = fs 2 T j s j= 'g, the model-heking problem for t and ' amountsto test whether t 2Mod('). Trivially, Mod satis�es :Mod(:') = T �Mod(')Mod(' ^ '0) = Mod(') \Mod('0) Mod(EX') = Pre(Mod('))Mod(EF') = Pre�(Mod('))Theorem 5.6 For every EF-formula ', Mod(') is a regular language.Proof 5.7 See the appendix.This result may seem surprising, beause it uses !� as an intermediate language, whihis a non-regular synhronized language. It omes from the fat that the �rst omponentof G0 is free, i.e. the projetion of !� on the �rst omponent is regular.So, and thanks to membership test, the model-heking problem is deidable. As aonsequene, the absene of deadloks is deidable. Indeed, starting from a proess t,there is a deadlok i� there exists an iterated suessor t0 of t s.t. t0 has no suessorsand t0 is not a �nished proess. Thus, there is no deadloks i� t j= :EF(:EX(True) ^:Finished), where Mod(True) = T and Mod(Finished) = ft 2 T j Finished(t)g areregular languages.6 Further workSynhronized languages de�ned by onstraint systems are not losed by intersetion, andtherefore not losed by omplement11. In further work, we will de�ne a sublass losed11Closure by union and omplement implies losure by intersetion.15



by intersetion, and that preserves all properties of synhronized languages. This shouldgive rise to further appliations.BCPC allows rendez-vous of only two proesses. This an be trivially extended to�nitely many proesses, sine we an handle tuples of any size. Removing the restritionon Rhs is more diÆult, but we hope for it. On the other hand, we an test properties onproesses, not on ations. However, it should be possible to take ations into aount byusing triple languages for a! and �!�.Referenes[1℄ J.C.M. Baeten and W.P. Weijland. Proess algebra. In Cambridge Trats in TheoretialComputer Siene, volume 18, 1990.[2℄ B. Courelle. The Monadi Seond-Order Logi of Graphs I, Reognizable Sets of FiniteGraphs. In Inf. Comp., volume 85, pages 12{75, 1990.[3℄ S. Limet and P. R�ety. E-Uni�ation by Means of Tree Tuple Synhronized Grammars. InProeedings of 6th Colloquium on Trees in Algebra and Programming, volume 1214 of LNCS,pages 429{440. Springer-Verlag, 1997.[4℄ S. Limet and P. R�ety. E-Uni�ation by Means of Tree Tuple Synhronized Grammars. DisreteMathematis and Theoritial Computer Siene (http://dmts.loria.fr/), 1:69{98, 1997.[5℄ S. Limet and P. R�ety. Solving Disequations modulo some Class of Rewrite Systems. InProeedings of 9th Conferene on Rewriting Tehniques and Appliations, Tsukuba (Japon),volume 1379 of LNCS, pages 121{135. Springer-Verlag, 1998.[6℄ S. Limet and P. R�ety. A New Result about the Deidability of the Existential One-stepRewriting Theory. In Proeedings of 10th Conferene on Rewriting Tehniques and Applia-tions, Trento (Italy), LNCS. Springer-Verlag, 1999.[7℄ S. Limet and F. Saubion. On partial validation of logi programs. In M. Johnson, editor,pro of the 6th Conf. on Algebrai Methodology and Software Tehnology, Sydney (Australia),volume 1349 of LNCS, pages 365{379. Springer Verlag, 1997.[8℄ D. Lugiez and P. Shnoebelen. Deidable �rt-order transition logis for PA-proesses. InSpringer, editor, ICALP, LNCS, Geneva, Switzerland, July 2000.[9℄ D. Lugiez and P. Shnoebelen. The regular viewpoint on PA-proesses. Theoretial ComputerSiene, 2000.[10℄ G.D. Plotkin. A strutural approah of operational semantis. Tehnial Report FN-19,DAIMI, Aarhus University, Denmark, 1981.[11℄ F. Saubion and I. St�ephan. On Implementation of Tree Synhronized Languages. In Pro-eedings of 10th Conferene on Rewriting Tehniques and Appliations, Trento (Italy), LNCS.Springer-Verlag, 1999.[12℄ H. Seidl. Haskell Overloading is DEXPTIME Complete. Information Proessing Letters,52(2):57{60, 1994.[13℄ F. Seynhaeve, S. Tison, and M. Tommasi. Homomorphisms and onurrent term rewriting.In G. Ciobanu and G. Paun, editors, Proeedings of the twelfth International Conferene onFundamentals of Computation theory, number 1684 in Leture Notes in Computer Siene,pages 475{487, Iasi, Romania, 1999. 16



Appendix
A Proof of Theorem 3.10Assume C1 = (X1; E1) and C2 = (X2; E2) are onstraint systems whih use the index setsN1 and and N2, respetively, are Greibah and non-opying. Let free denote the freenessrelation of C1. We onstrut a new onstraint system C = (Z; E) as follows. The newindex universe for the variables in Z is given by:N = N1 [N2 [N1 �N2As set Z of variables we use:1. all X 2 X1 with lassi�ation inherited from C1;2. new variables Y � where Y 2 X2 and � : �(Y )! free [ f�g for some null element �.The basi idea for the variables from (2) is that the exponent � reords how the omponentsy of Y possibly might be aligned to free omponents x of lasses X. In partiular, theimage � is assigned to a omponent y if y is not aligned to any free omponent at all.Consider, e.g., the situation visualized in �gure 4. There, a lass Y is shown onsistingof four indies of whih three are aligned to free omponents of lasses X1;X2;X3. Theresulting lass should onsist of one omponent for eah alignment pair together with allthe remaining omponents of the Xi. In general, we lassify the variable Y � as:�(Y �) = Y [ f(x0; y) j (x;X) = �(y); x 6= x0 2 �(X)gThus, we add to the omponents of Y all pairs (x0; y) where y is mapped by � to a pair(x;X), and x0 is a omponent of X di�erent from x.Aording to this de�nition, eah tuple t = (ti)i2�(Y �) indexed by �(Y �) allows toreover a tuple �(t) = (ty)y2�(Y ) indexed by �(Y ) as well as for eah y 2 �(Y ) with�(y) = (x;X), also a tuple �y(t) = (v(y)x )x2�(X) wherev(y)x = ty and v(y)x0 = t(x0;y) for x 6= x0where, by de�nition, the y-omponent of �(t) equals the x-omponent v(y)x of �y(t).There are three groups of onstraints available in C. The �rst group of E subsumesall onstraints from E1. These are the only ones with left-hand sides from X1. Therefore,now onsider the possible left-hand side Y �.The seond group of onstraints is derived from empty onstraints in C1.Let �(y) = (x;X), and X � �(X1; : : : ;Xk) be a onstraint of C1 suh that �x = (j; xj)is a projetion. Then Y � � ��(X1; : : : ;Xj�1; Y �j ;Xj+1; : : : ;Xk)1



Y
X1 X2 X3Figure 4: A lass Y together with three aligned lasses.is a onstraint of E where�j = �� fy 7! (xj ;Xj)g��y0 = (j; y0)��(x0;y) = �x0 � if x 6= x0 where�(j; xj) = (j; y)�(j; x00) = (j; (x00; y)) if xj 6= x00��(x0;y0) = (j; (x0; y0)) if y 6= y0The third group of onstraints has the formY � � ��(Y �11 ; : : : ; Y �kk ;X) (4)and is derived from a onstraint Y � �(Y1; : : : ; Yn) from E2 together with supersripts�1; : : : ; �k provided that the following onditions are satis�ed:1. if �y = (j; yj) then �(y) = �j(yj);2. if �y = a((j1; y1); : : : ; (jk; yk)) and �(y) = (x(y);X(y)) then there should be a on-straint X(y) � �(y)(X(y)1 ; : : : ;X(y)m(y))in E1 suh that �(y)x(y) = a((j(y)1 ; x(y)1 ); : : : ; (j(y)k ; x(y)k )) and �ji(yi) = (x(y)i ;X(y)j(y)i ).Given suh onstraints and supersripts �1; : : : ; �k, the new onstraint (4) is onstruted asfollows. The parameter list X aumulates all the arguments X(y)j ourring in right-handsides of the onstraints for the X(y) from C1. For onveniene, we aess these throughpositions (y; j). Consequently, the argument positions of �� are not simply integers butgiven through the set f1; : : : ; kg [ f(y; j) j 1 � j � m(y)gThus, the set �I of omponents of tuples possibly aessed in �� is given by:�I = f(j; z) j z 2 �(Y �jj )g [ f((y; j); x0) j x0 2 �(X(y)j )g2



Given this onvention, the omponents of �� are de�ned as follows.��y = �y forall y 2 YNow furthermore assume that �(y) = (x(y);X(y)).If �y = (j; yj) and �j(yj) = (xj;Xj) then��(x0;y) = � (j; yj) if x0 = x(y)(j; (x0; yj)) if x0 6= x(y)If �y = a((j1; y1); : : : ; (jk; yk)) and �(y)x0 = a0((j01; x1); : : : ; (j0k; x0k0)) then��(x0;y) = �(y)x0 � where� (j0i; x0i) = 8><>: (ji; yi) if j0i = j(y)i and x0i = x(y)i(ji; (x0i; yi)) if j0i = j(y)i and x0i 6= x(y)i((y; j0i); x0i) otherwiseTheorem A.1 Let �1; �2 and � denote the least solutions of onstraint systems C1, C2and C, respetively.1. Assume Y � is a variable of C and t is a �(Y �)-tuple in �(Y �). Then the followingholds:(a) The �(Y )-tuple �(t) is ontained in �2(Y );(b) If for some y 2 �(Y ), �(y) = (x;X), then the �(X)-tuple �y(t) is ontained in�1(X).2. Assume Y 2 Y is a variable from onstraint system C2, � : �(Y ) ! free [ f�g,and u is some �(Y )-tuple in �2(Y ). Assume further we are given for eah y with�(y) = (x;X), some X-tuple v(y) 2 �1(X) suh that uy = v(y)x . We onstrut the�(Y �)-tuple t given byty = vy and for x0 6= x, t(x0;y) = u(y)x0Then this tuple t will be ontained in �(Y �).Proof A.2 The Proof is by �xpoint indution. Indeed, theorem A.1 already exhibits theinvariants whih have to be veri�ed. In (1), the statement is veri�ed by indution on theiterations �(n); n � 0; of onstraint system C neessary to produe t. In (2), the statementis veri�ed by indution on the sum N = n +Py ny where �(n)2 ; n � 0, are the iterationsof the onstraint system C2 neessary to produe u and �(ny)1 ; ny � 0, are iterations of theonstraint system C1 neessary to produe the tuples v(y).The validity in both diretions ruially depends on omponents x of variables beingfree in variables X whenever �(y) = (x;X). 3



B Proof of proposition 4.1For onveniene, we assume that the index set assoiated to a onstraint variable Xrepresenting n-tuples is �(X) = f1; : : : ; ng.Moreover, we use for join notations slightly di�erent from those of Subsetion 3.3 :given a language S of l-tuples, and T of n-tuples, and for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, j 2 f1; : : : ; ng thei; j-join of S and T is a l + n� 1-tuple language, denoted S oni;j T , and de�ned by :f(s1; : : : ; sl; t1; : : : ; tj�1; tj+1; : : : ; tn) j (s1; : : : ; sl) 2 S ^ (t1; : : : ; tn) 2 T ^ si = tjgS on T stands for S onl;1 T .Rel(L1) � L2 is equivalent to Rel(L1)\ �L2 = ;. Now Rel(L1) = �2(L1 on1;1 Rel), andfrom Theorem 3.10 is in L sine either the omponent of L1 or the �rst omponent of Relis free. Moreover Rel(L1) and �L2 are tree languages, then Rel(L1)\ �L2 = Rel(L1) on1;1 �L2,whih is in L sine �L2 is regular then free.C Constraint systems for rewrite-like relationsFor the sake of readability, the onstraint systems are presented by easily-generalizableexamples. The de�nitions of rewrite-like relations are given in [13℄. Consider the signature� = ffn2; an0g.The ground terms Id1 � aId1 � f(11; 21) (Id1; Id1)The pairs of idential ground termsId2 � (a; a)Id2 � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (Id2; Id2)The 4-tuples of idential ground termsId4 � (a; a; a; a)Id4 � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22); f(13; 23); f(14; 24)) (Id4; Id4)One-step rewriting (with R = ff(f(x; y); x)! f(x; x)g)A � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (A; Id2)A � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (Id2; A)A � (f(f(11; 21); 12); f(13; 14)) (Id4; Id1) (rewrite step)One-or-zero-step rewriting : the same as for one-step rewriting, adding :A � (a; a)Parallel rewritingA � (a; a)A � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (A;A)A � (f(f(11; 21); 12); f(13; 14)) (Id4; Id1) (rewrite step)4



One-pass root-started rewriting (with R = ff(x; y)! xg)A � (f(11; 21); 12) (A; Id1) (rewrite step)A � (f(11; 21); 12) (Id2; Id1) (rewrite step)One-pass rewriting : the same as for one-pass root-started rewriting, addingA � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (A;A)A � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (A; Id2)A � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (Id2; A)D BCPC : general aseThis onstraint system also inludes the rules of Figure 2. Y1 : : : Yn is a single non-terminalthat permits the synhronization of any two onstants yi, yj among y1; : : : ; yn. Note thatthe onstraint system de�ned in Figure 3 is the instane by Rhs = fykzg of the generalonstraint system de�ned here.A � (s; s�)Y1:::Yn 8s 2 Rhs;�(yi) = 1i where Const(s) = fy1; :::; yngY1:::Yn � By1:::ti:::tj :::yn 8ti; tj : ( yi a! tiyj a! tj 2 �2; i; j = 1; :::; nBy1:::ti:::tj :::yn � (11; :::; Ati ; 1i; :::; Atj ; 1j ; :::1(n�2))Y1:::Yi�1Yi+1:::Yj�1Yj+1:::YnBy1:::ti:::tj :::yn � (y1; :::; yi�1; Ati ; yi+1; :::; yj�1; Atj ; yj+1; :::; yn)F � (s; s�)HY1:::Yn 8s 2 Rhs;�(yi) = 1i where Const(s) = fy1; :::; yngHY1:::Yn � Hy1:::ti:::tj:::yn 8ti; tj : ( yi a! tiyj a! tj 2 �2; i; j = 1; :::; nHy1:::ti:::tj :::yn � (11; :::; Fti ; 1i; :::; Ftj ; 1j ; :::1(n�2))Y1:::Yi�1Yi+1:::Yj�1Yj+1:::YnHy1:::ti:::tj :::yn � (y1; :::; yi�1; Fti ; yi+1; :::; yj�1; Ftj ; yj+1; :::; yn)As � (s�)Y1:::Yn 8s 2 Rhs;�(yi) = 1i where Const(s) = fy1; :::; yngFs � (s�)HY1:::Yn 8s 2 Rhs;�(yi) = 1i where Const(s) = fy1; :::; yngFigure 5: The additional onstraints of G0 for !�Theorem D.1 G0 generates exatly !�.The proof omes from Lemma 5.2 and the following lemma.5



Lemma D.2L(Y1:::Yn) = f(t01; :::; t0n) j s(y1; :::; yn)!+ s(t01; :::; t0n)gL(By1:::ti:::tj :::yn) = f(t01; :::; t0i; :::t0j ; :::t0n) jti !� t0i; tj !� t0j; and s(y1; :::; yi�1; yi+1; :::; yn)!+ s(t01; :::; t0i�1; t0i+1; :::; t0n)gL(HY1:::Yn) =f(t01; :::; t0n) j s(y1; :::; yn)!+ s(t01; :::; t0n); F inished(t01); :::; F inished(t0n)gThe proof an be made by indution on the length of !�.E Proof of Theorem 5.6For onveniene, the notation for join used here is the one de�ned in Setion B.Note that the �rst omponent of !� is free beause it alls (see the �rst omponent ofthe axiom A in G0) the �rst omponents of A, Id, F . The �rst omponent of Id is triviallyfree, and that of F also is beause it alls only itself.The proof is by indution on the struture of EF-formulas. Mod(P ) is assumed to beregular, and given formulas ', '0 s.t. Mod('), Mod('0) are regular,� Mod(:') = T � Mod(') and Mod(' ^ '0) = Mod(') \ Mod('0) are obviouslyregular,� Mod(EF') = Pre�(Mod(')) = �1(!�on Mod(')). From Theorem 3.10, and sineMod(') is regular (then free), !�onMod(') is a synhronized language, whose �rstomponent is free, i.e. whose projetion on the �rst omponent is regular,� Mod(EX') = Pre(Mod') = �1(!onMod(')). By removing Ax � X and Fx � FXfrom Figure 2 and the onstraints 3 and 7 from Figure 5, we get a onstraint systemfor !, and the proof is the same as for EF.
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